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Abstract In order to develop mass customization, many

companies use configuration software to customize their

products. Although many studies already exist about Prod-

uct Configuration, Requirements and Process Configuration

have not been studied in detail. As all these three aspects

must be considered for mass customization, the aim of this

paper is to show how Product Configuration, when consid-

ered as a constraint satisfaction problem, can be extended

upstream towards Requirements Configuration and down-

stream towards Process Configuration. Product Configura-

tion basics are first reviewed thanks to a constraint based

approach, and an analysis of industrial configuration situ-

ations is done in order to clarify mass customization needs

in terms of configuration. Then upstream Requirements Con-

figuration and downstream Process Configuration are defined

and generic models are proposed. It is shown that the pro-

posed elements allow a global and consistent flow of config-

uration activities. A detailed example illustrates the different

configuration problems and a discussion terminates the paper.

Keywords Configuration · Constraint satisfaction prob-

lem · Product modeling · Process modeling · Manufacturing

process

Introduction

Dealing with product diversity is nowadays a strong require-

ment for companies fighting in a world market. This increas-
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ing diversity comes from the need to be customer specific, in

other word try to match the exact requirement of each cus-

tomer, without including too many unnecessary elements.

As the decomposition of the total demand in various demand

segments is not always enough, many companies try to orga-

nize and set up mass customization techniques. In order to

do so, some of them try to include configuration software

(configurator) in their information system.

Most of the scientific studies completed on configura-

tion mainly consider what can be called Product Configu-

ration corresponding with the configuration of the product

bill-of-materials. This means that the product is only consid-

ered as a set of components in a ‘physical view’. As mass

customization needs to cover the management of the whole

customizable product cycle from customer order to final man-

ufacturing, it is necessary to extend the use of configuration

techniques from Product Configuration to upstream Require-

ments Configuration and downstream Process Configuration.

The aim of this paper is therefore to show how Product

Configuration, when considered as a constraint satisfaction

problem, can be extended to a global configuration approach

covering the cycle Requirements, Product and Process Con-

figuration.

To this end the paper is structured as follows: the sec-

tion “Product configuration and mass customization” recalls

general elements relevant to Product Configuration and

shows how it can be considered as a constraint satisfaction

problem. The section “product configuration extension

with requirements configuration” is concerned with the

‘up-stream’ extension taking into account Requirements

Configuration thanks to a functional or descriptive approach

of the product. The section “Product configuration extension

with process configuration” deals with the ‘down-stream’

extension and considers Process Configuration thanks to a

description of the process which gathers routing and
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operations. All proposed elements are illustrated with an

example that runs through out the paper and a discussion

concludes the paper.

Product configuration and mass customization

Product Configuration definition is recalled and illustrated

with an example. Then some discussion permits us to charac-

terize configuration for mass customization and to introduce

the needs of Requirements and Process Configuration.

Main elements of product configuration

The first sub-section recalls and discusses the definition of

the Product Configuration problem and introduces the exam-

ple. Then it shows how this problem can be considered as a

constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) and how a configura-

tion task can be achieved.

Product configuration problem and configurator

From all the existing studies concerning configuration, it

seems that some common features defining Product Con-

figuration could be:

• hypothesis: a product is a set of components,

• given:

(i) a generic model of a configurable product able to rep-

resent a family of products with all possible variants

and options, that gathers:

(1) a set of component groups and relevant compo-

nent quantities,

(2) a set of various constraints that restricts possible

combinations of components and/or component

quantity values,

(ii) a set of customer requirements, where a requirement

corresponds with a selection of a component or a

quantity of this component,

• Product Configuring can be defined as ‘finding at least

one set of components that satisfies all constraints and

customer requirements’.

These elements can be found and are discussed in various

definitions proposed in Mittal and Frayman (1989), Sabin

and Weigel (1998), Soininen et al. (1998) and Aldanondo

et al. (2003). It is important to note that, according to this

definition, the configuration result is a set of components or

a single level bill-of-materials.

A configurator is a piece of software that assists the per-

son in charge of the configuration task. It is composed of a

knowledge base that stores the generic model of the prod-
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Fig. 1 Custom storage system example

uct and a set of assistance tools that help the user to find

a solution or to select components. In any case, the basic

common requirement, in terms of assistance, is to guaran-

tee that the configured product is consistent (all constraints

are respected) with the generic model and the requirements,

during and at the end of the configuration task.

Product example

The proposed example is a simple Custom Storage System

(CSS) shown in Fig. 1 Four groups of components exist in

our example: the Book Case (BC) with up to four Roll-Out-

Shelves (RO), the High Cabinet (HC) and the Low Cabinet

(LC). The Book Case is available in two heights: 72 cm or

216 cm. All components exist in two finishes: Painted (P) or

Wood (W).

Therefore the groups of components are composed as fol-

lows:

• Book Case (BC): {BC72P, BC72W, BC216P, BC216W}.

• High Cabinet (HC): {HC144P, HC144W}.

• Low Cabinet (LC): {LC72P, LC72W}.

• Roll-Out-Shelves (RO): {ROP, ROW}.

In addition, some constraints exist and reduce configuration

possibilities:

• All components of any Custom Storage System (CSS)

must have the same finish,

• The Book Case (BC) must be present in all configured

Custom Storage Systems (CSS),

• The Low Cabinet (LC) is present according to the user

requirement,

• The High Cabinet (HC) can exist if (i) a Low Cabinet (LC)

exists, (ii) the Book Case (BC) is 216 cm high and (iii) if

the user wants it,

• The quantity of Roll-Out-Shelves (RO) can be {1, 2} or

{1, 2, 3, 4} with respect to the Book Case (BC) height =

72 or 216.

Therefore, the possible quantities of each component are:

• QBC: {1}

• QHC: {0, 1}
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• QLC: {0, 1}

• QRO: {1, 2, 3, 4}

Product configuration as a constraint satisfaction problem

(CSP)

CSP, defined by Montanari (1974) as a triplet {X, D, C}

where X is a set of variables, D a set of finite domains (one

for each variable) and C a set of compatibility constraints

(defining the possible or forbidden combinations of variable

values), partially matches this problem.

Each group of components and each component quan-

tity is associated with a variable. Each component and each

component quantity value corresponds with one value of the

variable. It is assumed that when the only possible compo-

nent quantity value is one, there is no component quantity

variable. The constraint represents the allowed or excluded

combinations of components and/or component quantity val-

ues.

The Dynamic extension of the CSP, DCSP proposed by

Mittal and Falkenhainer (1990), discussed in Sabin and Freu-

der (1999), improved by Soininen and Gelle (1999) and fre-

quently called now Conditional-CSP, introduces the notions

of:

• Initially active variables: variables that exist in any con-

figured product,

• Compatibility constraints: equivalent to the CSP

constraints defined by Montanari,

• Activity constraints allowing the control of the existence

of non initially active variable in the following ways:

(i) Require: a specified value of a variable ‘X’ implies the

existence of variable ‘Y’,

(ii) Not Require: a specified value of a variable ‘X’ implies

the non-existence of variable ‘Y’.

DCSP allows the modulation of the existence of any variable

corresponding with a group of components or a component

quantity.

The next sub-section shows how these elements allow the

design of the generic model of the Product Configuration

taken as an example.

Product generic model of the product example

With these elements, the example of section “Product exam-

ple” can be modeled, as described in Fig. 2, and shows:

• Four variables corresponding with the four groups of com-

ponents: BC, HC, LC, RO.

Compatibility constraints
Allowed combinations

Excluded combinations

N

Activity constraints
Require variable

Not Require variable

QLC

0

1

QHC

0

1

BC

BC216W

BC216P

BC72W

BC72P

RO

ROW

ROP

LC

LCP

LCW

HC

HCP

HCW

QRO

1

2

3

4

Fig. 2 Model of the example

• As the component quantity relevant to the Book Case (BC)

is always one, only three variables corresponding with

component quantities are necessary: QHC, QLC, QRO.

• Six compatibility constraints between the followings vari-

ables:

(i) three constraints indicating the valid or allowed com-

binations of components with respect to the finishes

‘wood’ and ‘painted’: (BC,RO) 4 combinations, (RO,

LC) 2 combinations and (LC,HC) 2 combinations,

(ii) one constraint excluding the RO quantity possibilities

‘3’ and ‘4’ with respect to the height of the book case

‘72’: (BC,QRO) 4 combinations,

(iii) one constraint excluding the HC quantity possibility

‘1’ with respect to the height of the book case ‘72’:

(BC,QHC) 2 combinations,

(iv) one constraint excluding the HC quantity possibility ‘1’

with respect to the LC quantity possibility ‘0’:

(QLC,QHC) 1 combination,

• Two activity constraints implying the existence of the two

component groups:

(i) Low Cabinet (LC) if LC quantity = ‘1’

(ii) High Cabinet (HC) if HC quantity = ‘1’
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Initially active or existing variables are: BC, RO, QRO, QLC

and QHC. A user’s requirement can be inputted on one of

these variables thanks to a variable value selection. Then

configuration assistance is provided by constraints propaga-

tion mechanisms relying most of the time on adaptations of

arc consistency techniques (Mittal and Falkenhainer 1990).

AC techniques either reduce the possible values of other vari-

ables or trigger existence of non-initially existing variables.

This behavior ‘user input’ / ‘constraints propagation’ loops

in an interactive way, until reaching a problem solution. A

solution is found when the problem reaches a state where

each existing variable has a single remaining valid value in

its definition domain. By valid we mean that all constraints

are respected.

This model represents a solution space of 32 configured

CSS. An example of configuration process could be:

Existing variables with more than one possible value: BC,

RO, QRO, QLC, QHC

• Selection of component Book Case: BC = ‘BC216W’

(i) Reduced variable domain:

RO = ‘ROW’,

Existing variables with more than one possible value:

QRO, QLC, QHC

• Selection of component quantity High Cabinet QHC =‘1’

(i) Reduced variable domain:

QLC = ‘1’

(ii) Activation of non-initially active variables:

Component group LC exists,

Component group HC exists,

(iii) Reduced variable domain:

LC = ‘LCW’

HC = ‘HCW’

Existing variables with more than one possible value:

QRO

• Selection of component quantity Roll-Out-Shelves

QRO = ‘2’

Existing variables with more than one possible value: none

The resulting configuration is: {1 BC216W, 1 LCW, 1 HCW,

2 ROW}.

Configuration for mass customization

The previous section has recalled the basics of Product Con-

figuration. This section discusses these elements and tries to

characterize industrial situations of configuration in order to

identify some configuration issues relevant to mass custom-

ization.

Characterization of configuration situations in industry

The proposed characterization is based on the following fac-

tors.

Product points of view: physical, functional and process

The generic model of Fig. 2 corresponds with what we call

a ‘physical’ model because each variable corresponds with

a group of components or a component quantity. The rel-

evant configuration task should therefore be achieved by a

person who has a deep product knowledge, because possible

choices and associated user’s inputs correspond with selec-

tions of component references. For a non product expert, who

cannot understand what is meant by component references,

it is necessary to define ‘descriptive’ or ‘functional’ proper-

ties that enable him to understand the possible choices and

to input functional or descriptive requirements.

For example, the selection of the component ‘BC216W’

can be expressed with two descriptive properties Book Case

Height = 216 cm and Book Case Finish= ‘wood’.

As mass customization addresses people who are most of

the time not product-expert, it is necessary to add a config-

uration layer that we have called Requirements Configura-

tion that works with descriptive or functional properties. For

this kind of configuration, the generic model gathers prod-

uct properties and constraints. The result of the Requirements

Configuration is a set of properties able to describe the config-

ured product as we will see in section “Product configuration

extension with requirements configuration”.

It has been shown that the result of the Product Configu-

ration task, or the configured product, is a set of components

or a configured single level bill-of-materials. As the solution

space of this problem, or the quantity of possible config-

ured bill-of-materials, can be large (the previous example

was simple and only contains 32 solutions), it is necessary to

consider the configuration of the production process (includ-

ing assembly and/or manufacturing) in order to achieve fast

assembly and delivery required by mass customization. This

requires a generic process view of the product allowing what

we called Process Configuration. For this kind of configu-

ration, the generic model gathers generic routing, generic

operations, resources and constraints. The result of the Pro-

cess Configuration is a set of operations able to describe the
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configured routing relevant to the configured product as we

will see in section “Product configuration extension with pro-

cess configuration”.

Configuration dynamics Configuration Dynamics com-

bines two aspects: the configuration task frequency and the

duration of the configuration task. A high dynamics is char-

acterized by a high configuration frequency, for example

between 1 and 100 per day and very low configuration task

duration, for example between 5 minutes and 1 hour. At the

opposite end a low dynamics could correspond with a fre-

quency between 1 and 10 per month and a duration between

1 day and 2 weeks.

Interactive or autonomous configuration process As seen

in section “Product generic model of the product example”,

configuration assistance has been introduced as an interactive

behavior that corresponds with sequential cycles: ‘user input’

/ ‘constraints propagation’. This behavior is interesting when

it is necessary to understand the remaining possibilities step

by step and therefore guide the user towards a solution.

An other approach is to provide all the requirements in

one go, meaning that all component selections and relevant

quantities that interest the user are given once. Then the con-

figuration assistance tool tries to find, in the solution space,

one or all the possible solutions that respect the constraints.

This behavior, that can be time consuming, opens optimiza-

tion possibilities which allow, for example the maximization

of some product performance or the minimization of a solu-

tion price.

Mixed configuration processes, gathering interactive

behavior followed by autonomous behavior, are of course

possible.

Complexity and size of product model Industrial configu-

ration situations can be very different in terms of model size

and complexity. Large models can require up to thousands of

variables while small models can be designed with only ten

variables (the proposed example contains seven variables).

Complexity is delicate to quantify but roughly character-

izes the degree of interdependency of variables. For example,

a problem gathering ten variables and twenty constraints is

often more complex than another containing twenty variables

and ten constraints (the proposed example gathers seven vari-

ables and eight constraints).

Two main configuration situations

According to the previous characteristics, configuration can

exist in any customer/supplier relation when defining the

product object of a deal. It is nevertheless possible to identify

two main classes of industrial configuration situations and to

identify the one more practice in mass customization.

The first class is close to a product design activity and

is mainly achieved by the design and development teams of

companies. In such a case:

• Configuration dynamics is low, due to necessary meetings

or phone conversations to clarify numerous requirements

and some ‘trial and error’ procedures,

• Autonomous configuration is the most frequently met

behavior, mainly due to the strong optimization needs,

• Size and complexity of product model are rather high.

This class of situation corresponds better with ‘business to

business’ relations, meaning that both customer and supplier

have a deep knowledge of product composition. Therefore,

the physical point of view (Product Configuration) is the most

important and the two other aspects (Requirements and Pro-

cess Configuration) are most of the time not present. Two

good examples of this situation can be found in Hvam et al.

(2001) where the authors deal with the configuration of large

cement factories and in Fleischanderl et al. (1998) where

the configuration of complex switching telephone systems is

considered.

The second class deals with the selling side and is con-

ducted by the sales teams of companies. In that case:

• Configuration dynamics is high, and sometimes very high

when processed on line on the web,

• Interactive configuration is the most frequently met behav-

ior in order to guide requirements expression,

• Size and complexity of product model are rather low.

This second class of situation is mostly found in ‘business

to customer’ relations, meaning that the customer is the final

user of the product. As the customer doesn’t have good prod-

uct knowledge, the functional point of view (Requirements

Configuration) must be present in the configuration task. A

high configuration dynamic implies the use of Process Con-

figuration in order to achieve fast assembly and delivery. Typ-

ical examples of this situation can be found for example in

automotive industry (Pargamin 2003) or industrial carpentry

where this work was achieved Aldanondo et al. (2003).

The reader should be warned about this typology, because

it is always possible to find an example that does not match

the propositions. But, according to what can be seen in indus-

try, the proposed general tendencies seem quite adequate.

The second class of situation is of course closer to what is

called Configuration for Mass Customization. Configuration

modules proposed by ERP or CRM software editors try to ful-

fill configuration problems of this class, they are often called

‘generic’, ‘commercial’ or ‘sales’ configurators as explained

in Haag (1998).

In the next sections we will therefore focus our contribu-

tion on configuration for mass customization and will show

how the initial Product Configuration problem can be

extended upstream with Requirements Configuration and

downstream with Process Configuration.
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Product configuration extension with requirements

configuration

This section is concerned with the ‘up-stream’ extension tak-

ing into account Requirements Configuration. As far as we

know, very few authors have dealt with this idea: Mannisto

et al. (1996) consider implicit and explicit product modeling

and Hvam et al. (2002) consider a configuration process gath-

ering sale and Product Configuration, but these two studies do

not provide detailed modeling elements. We have explained

in section “Characterization of configuration situations in

industry” that configuring with a physical approach is not

easy for users who are not experts in product composition.

In order to enable these users to use configuration techniques,

a functional or descriptive view of the product is therefore

added to the physical view. As in section “Main elements

of product configuration”, the configuration problem is first

defined with these two product views, then the example and

the constraint formalism for generic modeling are adapted

and resulting models are presented and discussed.

Requirements and product configuration problem

The problem definition of section “Product configuration

problem and configurator” is lightly modified with the intro-

duction of the notion of ‘product properties’, which allows us

to characterize the requirements and to introduce the descrip-

tive view as follows:

• hypothesis: a product is a set of components,

• given:

(i) a generic model of a configurable product able to rep-

resent a family of products with all possible variants

and options, that gathers:

(1) a set of component groups,

(2) a set of product properties,

(3) a set of various constraints that restricts possi-

ble combinations of components and/or property

values,

(ii) a set of customer requirements, where a requirement

corresponds with a selection of a component or a

property value,

• Requirements and Product Configuring can be defined as

‘finding at least one set of components that satisfies all the

constraints and the customer requirements’.

The ‘component quantity’ introduced in section “Product

configuration problem and configurator” is considered in this

definition as a product property. We must pointed out that

component quantity is mainly a physical characteristic of

the product but it is often necessary to consider it also as a

requirement.

Descriptive view of the product example

The product taken as an example is absolutely the same, but a

descriptive view is added. The resulting example is described

in the following way:

• all component groups remain unchanged:

(i) Book Case (BC): {BC72P, BC72W, BC216P,

BC216W},

(ii) High Cabinet (HC): {HC144P, HC144W},

(iii) Low Cabinet (LC): {LC72P, LC72W},

(iv) Roll-Out-Shelves (RO): {ROP, ROW},

• all quantities are now taken into account as product prop-

erties and give:

(i) Low Cabinet Existence (LCX): {Yes, No},

(ii) High Cabinet Existence (HCX): {Yes, No},

(iii) Quantity of Roll-Out-Shelves (QRO): {1, 2, 3, 4},

• two properties are added and characterize:

(i) Book Case height (BCH): {72, 216}.

(ii) Product Finish (PFH): {Wood, Painted}.

• all constraints remain unchanged.

Requirements and product configuration as a constraint

satisfaction problem

CSP and DCSP introduced in section “Product configura-

tion as a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP)” match this

problem without any modification. Each group of compo-

nents and each product property is associated with a variable.

Each component and each property value corresponds with

one value of the variable.

This allows the design of what we call ‘pure’ descriptive

generic model of the product that can support what we call

Requirements Configuration. This kind of model contains

only product properties and relevant constraints.

However as the fundamental goal of configuration is to

define the bill-of-materials of the configured product, this

‘pure descriptive model’ must be associated with the ‘physi-

cal model’ in order to support both Requirements and Product

Configuration.

As these two models represent the same solution space

with two different points of view, the constraints reducing the

solution space in each view are redundant. In order to suggest

some kind of independence of the Requirements Configura-

tion from the Product Configuration, it is better to remove

the redundant constraints from the physical view and to keep

the constraints in the descriptive view.

In order to achieve Product Configuration with respect

to Requirements Configuration, these two models should

be associated by other constraints. They in fact replace the

redundant constraints of the physical view and provide what
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Fig. 3 Pure descriptive model and physical model

we call a ‘descriptive and physical’ model. In the study by

Mannisto et al. (1996), this is addressed as an explicit model

(component oriented) versus an implicit model (description

oriented).

These models are shown in the next section with the exam-

ple in Fig. 3.

Product generic model gathering descriptive and physical

views

The ‘pure’ descriptive generic model and the Requirements

Configuration process are first addressed. Then the ‘descrip-

tive and physical’ generic model and relevant Requirements

and Product Configuration process are illustrated.

Pure descriptive model and requirements of the product

example

This pure descriptive model is presented in the left part of

Fig. 3, while the physical model of Fig. 2 is duplicated in

the right part of this same figure for comparison. The ‘pure

descriptive generic model’ gathers:

• Five variables corresponding with the five product prop-

erties: BCH, PFH, LCX, HCX, QRO.

• Three compatibility constraints between the following

variables:

(i) one constraint excluding the RO quantity possibili-

ties ‘3’ and ‘4’ with respect to the height of the book

case ‘72’: (BCH,QRO) 2 combinations,

(ii) one constraint excluding the HC existence possibil-

ity with respect to the height of the book case ‘72’:

(BC, HCX) 1 combination,

(iii) one constraint excluding the HC existence possibility

if the LC does not exist: (LCX,HCX) 1 combination.

In the pure descriptive model the five variables are ini-

tially active. This descriptive view covers the exact same

combinatory of 32 solutions. It is clear that proposed proper-

ties give a much better readability of the solution space to a

user who is not a product expert. This descriptive model sup-

ports only Requirements Configuration without taking into

account component selection. This is one reason for the sim-

plicity of this descriptive model when it is compared with the

physical one (right of Fig. 3).

The example of configuration process of section “Product

generic model of the product example” would give with this

approach:

Existing variables with more than one possible value:

BCH, PFH, QRO, LCX, HCX,

• Selection of Book Case Height: BCH= ‘216’

(i) Reduced variable domain, none Existing variables

with more than one possible value: PFH, QRO, LCX,

HCX,

• Selection of Product Finish: PFH = ‘Wood’

(i) Reduced variable domain, none

Existing variables with more than one possible value:

QRO, LCX, HCX,

• Selection of High Cabinet existence: HCX= ‘Yes’

(i) Reduced variable domain

LCX = ‘Yes’

Existing variables with more than one possible value:

QRO,

• Selection of quantity Roll-Out-Shelves QRO= ‘2’

Existing variables with more than one possible value:

none

The resulting configured requirements are:

{BCH = ‘216’, PFH = ‘Wood’, HCX = ‘Yes’,

LCX = ‘Yes’, QRO = ‘2’}

Descriptive and physical model of the product example

The ‘descriptive and physical generic model’, which permits

us to associate Requirements and Product Configuration, is

represented in Fig. 4. This model gathers together the two

following model parts.

The pure descriptive generic model of section 3.4.1 with-

out any modification (left part of Fig. 4):
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Fig. 4 Descriptive and physical model

• Five variables corresponding with the five product prop-

erties: BCH, PFH, LCX, HCX, QRO.

• Three compatibility constraints between the following

variables:

(i) one constraint excluding the RO quantity possibili-

ties ‘3’ and ‘4’ with respect to the height of the book

case ‘72’: (BCH,QRO) 2 combinations,

(ii) one constraint excluding the HC existence possibil-

ity, with respect to the height of the book case ‘72’:

(BC,HCX) 1 combination,

(iii) one constraint excluding the HC existence possibility

if the LC does not exist: (LCX,HCX) 1 combination.

The physical generic model, where all constraints and com-

ponent quantity variables have been removed (right part of

Fig. 4):

• Four variables corresponding with the component groups:

BC, RO, HC, LC.

• Eight constraints that link the two model views:

(i) four compatibility constraints reducing component

selection with respect to finish

(1) one for the Book Case selection: (PFH,BC) 4

combinations,

(2) one for the Roll-Out-Shelves selection:

(PFH,RO) 2 combinations,

(3) one for the Low Cabinet selection: (PFH,LC) 2

combinations,

(4) one for the High Cabinet selection: (PFH,HC) 2

combinations,

(ii) one compatibility constraint selecting the correct

Book Case with respect to the height of the book

case (BCH,BC) 4 combinations,

(iii) two activity constraints implying the existence of the

component groups:

(1) High Cabinet (HC) if high cabinet existence

property (HCX)=yes

(2) Low Cabinet (LC) if low cabinet existence prop-

erty (LCX)=yes

The solution space is still the same and contains 32 solu-

tions. The set of requirements {BCH= ‘216’, PFH= ‘Wood’,

HCX= ‘Yes’, LCX = ‘Yes’, QRO= ‘2’} generates the bill-

of-materials or component set {1 BC216W, 1 LCW, 1 HCW,

2 ROW}.

Conclusion

The aim of this section was to extend Product Configuration

to upstream Requirements Configuration. For this purpose a

functional or descriptive modeling approach has been pro-

posed and associated with the physical product view. It has

been shown that this approach allows the consistent process

of Requirements Configuration and Product Configuration.

In order to be clear, this presentation considers only one level

of modeling for both physical and descriptive representa-

tions. But hierarchical modeling for both models is possible

and allows hierarchical function models and multi-level bill

of materials as explained by Felfernig et al. (2000) or Junker

and Mailharro (2003). The next section will deal with the

configuration of the relevant manufacturing process.

Product configuration extension with process

configuration

This section deals with the down-stream extension of Product

Configuration and considers Process Configuration thanks to

a description of the process gathering routings and opera-

tions. The first sub-section describes what we mean by Pro-

cess Configuration, introduces the notions of routing and

operation and presents a modeling short cut. Then it shows

how routing configuration (section “Routing configuration”)

and operation configuration (section “Operation configura-

tion”) can be considered as a constraint satisfaction prob-

lem. In each section the links with the Product Configuration

model will be explained.

Main elements of process configuration

Very few authors have considered this problem. Hvam et al.

(2002) showed the interest of Process Configuration in the

global enterprise view, but did not provide any constraint
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modeling elements. Some modeling elements can be found

in Aldanondo et al. (2004).

The process is associated with what we call a ‘Process

Routing’. A process routing is a set of ‘Operations’ linked

with ‘Anteriority constraints’. An operation is defined by

a set of ‘Required Resources’ that allows the operation to

be processed, each required resource is characterized by a

‘Resource quantity’.

These elements allow us to characterize and introduce the

Process Configuration view or routing configuration as fol-

lows:

• hypothesis: a routing is a set of operations linked with

anteriority constraints, an operation is a set of resources

characterized by a required quantity,

• given:

(i) a generic model of a configurable routing able to

represent a family of production processes with all

possible variants and options, that gathers:

(1) a set of operations,

(2) a set of resources with a required quantity,

(3) a set of various constraints that restricts possi-

ble combinations of operations, resources and

required quantities,

(ii) a set of inputs, where an input corresponds with a

selection of an operation, a resource or a quantity

value,

• routing configuring can be defined as ‘finding at least one

set of operations with relevant sets of pairs (resource, quan-

tity) that satisfies all the constraints and the inputs’.

As Process Configuration will be achieved with respect to

Product Configuration, the existence of an operation in a con-

figured process routing can depend on the configured prod-

uct. As an operation is defined by a set of required resources,

it is necessary to modulate the existence of the set of required

resources. In order to represent these existence constraints in

an easy to understand model, a modeling short cut, inspired

by the Composite CSP extension proposed by Sabin and

Freuder (1996) is defined here. This short cut triggers the

existence of a CSP sub model.

Let us consider a sub-model SM, gathering:

• a set of variables initially existing in SM: SM_V1, {vari-

ables sm_v1.i},

• a set of variables initially not existing in SM: SM_V2,

{variables sm_v2.j},

• a set of compatibility constraints between variables

∈ SM_V = SM_V1 ∪ SM_V2

• a set of activity constraints conditioning the existence of

the variables belonging to SM_V2 written as follows:

∀sm_v2.j ∈ SM_V2 : (vk = Cste-k)

→ sm_v2.j, with vk ∈ SM_V

When the existence of the sub-model SM is conditioned

by a variable value, for example variable SM-X= ‘Yes’, all

variables of sub-model SM should be constrained as follows:

• the variables sm_v1.i ∈ SM_V1 become initially not exist-

ing and should be conditioned by the activity constraint:

∀sm_v1.i ∈ SM_V1: (SM-X = ‘Yes’) → sm_v1.i,

• the activity constraints acting on variables sm_v2.j ∈

SM_V2 are cumulated with the constraint SM-X = ‘Yes’,

as follows:

∀sm_v2.j ∈ SM_V2 : (SM-X = ‘Yes’) ∧ (vk = Cste-k)

→ sm_v2.j, with vk ∈ SM_V

We call this modeling ‘short cut’, that allows an uncom-

plicated representation, a ‘sub-model-activation-constraint’.

Fig. 5 shows the representation with the short cut on the left

and the model with the detailed constraints on the right.

Routing configuration

We deal first with routing configuration modeling elements,

then the routing model of the example of section “Product

configuration extension with requirements configuration” is

presented in detail.

Routing configuration as a constraint satisfaction problem

A ‘Generic-Operation’ variable is associated with each

generic operation (Op). A generic operation is a group of

operations, where a group can contain a single operation.

According to the configured product, an operation can be

selected among the group of operations defined in the generic

operation.

The representation of the sequencing of generic opera-

tions, with generic anteriority constraints, is achieved with

the ‘port’ notion (Po) early proposed by Mittal and Fray-

man (1989) for Product Configuration. This notion allows

representing links between components, ‘port variables’ are

associated to components and constraints reduce connection

possibilities between components through these ports.

Therefore, we propose to associate some ‘Operation-Port’

(OpPo) variables to each generic operation. These Opera-

tion-Port variables are either ‘Previous’ (OpPo−) or ‘Next’

(OpPo+), meaning that the values of each of these vari-

ables are respectively the ports of next (OpPo+) or previous

(OpPo−) operation-ports that can be connected.
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Fig. 5 Sub-model activation

constraint
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SM-X

Yes

No

sm-v2.j
Cste-a

Cste-b

Higher level model

Model with short cut Model with detailed constraints

A generic operation that has no previous port variable

(resp. next port variable) is at the beginning (resp. the end)

of the routing.

A generic operation that has more than one previous port

variables (resp. next port variables) represents some kind of

‘AND convergence’ (resp. ‘AND divergence’) of the produc-

tion process (assembly or disassembly for example).

Generic-Operation variables and Operation-Port variables

are gathered in what we call a ‘generic operation sub model’.

According to the configured product data, which corresponds

to the input of routing configuration, the existence of a generic

operation sub model can be triggered by a sub-model-

activation-constraint.

Operation models, or detailed models showing resources

requirements are also considered as sub-models (object of the

next section). Therefore, each variable corresponding with a

generic operation (Op) triggers an operation sub model.

Routing configuration model of the product example

The routing configuration model presented in Fig. 6 is rele-

vant to the Custom Storage System (CSS) product model of

Fig. 4. Routing description elements and the corresponding

model are presented simultaneously.

Four Generic-Operations variables are proposed:

• Op-BCRO for cutting and assembling the book case and

the Roll-Out-Shelves with a single value {Ph1},

• Op-HCLC for cutting and assembling the high and the low

cabinet with a single value {Ph2},

• Op-CSS for assembling the whole product with a single

value {Ph3},

Op-CSS

Ph3
Ass

Op-3-Po1-
Op-1-Po+

Op-3-Po2-
Op-2-Po+

Op-3-Po+ 
Op-4-Po-

Op-BCRO

Ph1
Fabr BCRO

Op-1-Po+ 
Op-4-Po-

Op-3-Po1-

Op-HCLC

Ph2
Fabr HCLC

Op-2-Po+ 
Op-3-Po2-

PFH

Wood

Painted

LCX

Yes

No

Op-4-Po-
Op-1-Po+

Op-3-Po+

Op-Pack

Ph4-1

Ph4-2

Pack

Ph1

Ph2

Ph4-2

Ph4-1Ph3

Product model

Routing 

model

Operation models

Fig. 6 Process routing model

• Op-Pack for packaging the whole product with two values

{Ph4-1, Ph4-2}.

Each generic operation contains a single operation except the

packaging where two operations, Ph4-1 and Ph4-2, are dif-

ferent according to the finish of the product. The two generic

operation Op-BCRO and Op-Pack always exist in the routing

while the two others, Op-HCLC and Op-CSS, exist only if

the lower cabinet is present in the configured product.
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Operation-ports variables.

• For cutting and assembling the book case and the Roll-

Out-Shelves, Op-BCRO:

(i) one ‘next’ port (Op-1-Po+), with two possible val-

ues:

(1) ‘Op-4-Po-’, previous port of Op-Pack,

(2) ‘Op-3-Po1-’, previous port of Op-CSS,

which show that Op-BCRO can be connected to

Op-CSS, or directly to Op-Pack if there is no low cab-

inet (LCX = ‘NO’). This shows an ‘OR divergence’

possibilityfor‘next’operationanteriorityconstraints.

• For cutting and assembling the high and the low cabinet,

Op-HCLC:

(i) one ‘next’ port (Op-2-Po+), with a single possible

value:

(1) ‘Op-3-Po2-’, previous port of Op-CSS,

which shows that it must be connected to Op-CSS.

• For assembling of the whole product, Op-CSS:

(i) two ‘previous’ ports for Op-CSS (Op-3-Po1-) and

(Op-3-Po2-) with respectively a single possible value

for each:

(1) ‘Op-1-Po+’, next port of Op-BCRO,

(2) ‘Op-2-Po+’, next port of Op-HCLC,

These two ports show an ‘AND convergence’ possi-

bility for ‘previous’ operation anteriority constraints,

(ii) one ‘next’ port (Op-3-Po+) for Op-CSS, with a single

possible value:

(1) ‘Op-4-Po-’, previous port of Op-Pack,

which shows that it must be connected to Op-Pack

• For packaging of the whole product, Op-Pack:

(i) one ‘previous’ port (Op-4-Po-) for Op-Pack, with

two possible values:

(1) ‘Op-1-Po+’, next port of Op-BCRO,

(2) ‘Op-3-Po+’, next port of Op-CSS,

which represents that Op-Pack can be connected to

Op-CSS or directly to Op-BCRO if the low cabi-

net does not exist. This shows an ‘OR convergence’

possibility for ‘previous’ operation anteriority con-

straints.

The constraints between the port variables only show the

compatibility of connections. Two kinds of compatibility can

exist:

• the first is rather obvious and indicates that if an opera-

tion op-i is before an operation op-j then operation op-j is

after operation op-i. In our example if Op-HCLC is before

Op-CSS, then Op-CSS is after OP-HCLC.

• the second one is less obvious and indicates that if an op-i

is before op-j then op-k must be before op-l (op-j and op-k

can be the same operation). In our example if Op-BCRO

is before Op-CSS then Op-CSS is before OP-Pack.

The Generic-Operation variables and Operation-ports

variables are gathered in four generic operation sub models.

Routing configuration inputs as links with the Product

Configuration model.

The two generic operation sub models Op-HCLC and

Op-CSS, exist only if the lower cabinet exists in the con-

figured product. This is described with the two sub-model-

activation-constraints between product and routing models,

in the upper left part of Fig. 6: (LCX= ‘Yes’ → Op-HCLC)

and (LCX= ‘Yes’ → Op-CSS).

The packaging operation selection (Ph4-1 or Ph4-2) with

respect to the finish of the product is achieved thanks to a

compatibility constraint between the two variables PFH and

Op-Pack (upper right part of Fig. 6).

Links with the operation configuration model

Each generic operation (Ph1, Ph2, Ph3, Ph4.1 and Ph4.2)

is linked to a generic operation sub model thanks to a sub-

model-activation-constraint in the lower part of Fig. 6.

As the number of ‘OR divergence or convergence’ is rather

small (2), this model represents only the four following rout-

ings:

• if the lower cabinet is not present in the configured prod-

uct:

Ph1 −> Ph4-1, with a paint finish,

Ph1 −> Ph4-2, with a wood finish,

• if the lower cabinet is present in the configured product:

(Ph1 and Ph2 ) −> Ph3 −> Ph4-1, with a paint finish,

(Ph1 and Ph2 ) −> Ph3 −> Ph4-2, with a wood finish.

This combinatory will increase when operation diversity

is taken into account. The customer’s requirements taken as

an example at the end of the section “Product generic model

gathering descriptive and physical views”, correspond with

the previous routing {BCH= ‘216’, PFH= ‘Wood’, HCX=

‘Yes’, LCX= ‘Yes’, QRO= ‘2’} and would give the follow-

ing configured routing:

• Op-BCR0 = ‘Ph1’

Op-1-Po+= ‘Op-3-Po1-’: meaning Ph1 then Ph3

• Op-HCLC= ‘Ph2’

Op-2-Po+= ‘Op-3-Po2-’: meaning Ph2 then Ph3

• Op-CSS= ‘Ph3’

Op-3-Po1-= ‘Op-1-Po+’: meaning Ph3 after Ph1
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Op-3-Po2-= ‘Op-2-Po+’: meaning Ph3 after Ph2

Op-3-Po+= ‘Op-4-Po-’: meaning Ph3 then Ph4-2

• Op-Pack = ‘Ph4-2’

Op-4-Po- = ‘Op-3-Po+’: meaning Ph4-2 after Ph3

Operation configuration

Modeling elements are first discussed, then a piece of the

model of the example is shown in detail.

Operation configuration as a constraint satisfaction problem

An operation is described with a set of required groups of

resources (Re) where a set can contain at least a single group

of resources. Each required group of resources is associated

with a numerical quantity (Qt). A group of resources gathers

different resources that can achieve the same kind of pro-

cessing but with different characteristics (size or speed for

example).

An operation is therefore a set of couples of variables

{(group of resources, quantity required)}. When there is no

‘quantity’ variable, it is assumed that a single unit of resource

is required. The variables belonging to this set of couples are

gathered in what we call an ‘operation sub model’. Compati-

bility constraints can link these variables in order to modulate

some associations of resources and/or quantities.

Operation configuration inputs as links between the oper-

ation model and the product model:

• Any variable of each operation sub model, group of

resources or quantity required, can be linked thanks to

compatibility constraints with the product model.

Operation configuration inputs as links between the opera-

tion model and the routing model:

• As explained at the end of section “Routing configuration

as a constraint satisfaction problem”, the existence of each

operation sub model is triggered by a ‘sub-model-activa-

tion-constraint’ that allows configuration of the necessary

operations.

Example of operation configuration model

These elements can be used for modeling each generic opera-

tion of our CSS routing model example. Three operation sub

models of (i) the cutting and assembly operation of BCRO

or Ph1, and (ii) the packaging of CSS, or Ph4-1 and Ph4-2,

are explained and shown in Fig. 7. Operation configuration

inputs or constraints between product model, routing model

and operation models are also illustrated.

Op-BCRO
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Op-Pack

Ph4-1

Ph4-2

Product

Model

Routing

Model

Operation Models

Ass-Table
L.As.Tble

S.As.Tble

Ass-Op
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1

2

Pack-Tbl.W
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L.W.Tble

Pack-Tbl.P
S.P .Tble

L.P .Tble

Ph1

Ph4-2

Ph4-1

LCX

No

Yes

QRO

1

2

3

4

BCH

216

72

Fig. 7 Operation sub models

Generic operation cutting and assembling BC-RO (Ph1)

This operation requires two groups of resources:

• Assembly Table (Ass-Table) that gathers:

(i) a large table (L.As.Tble),

(ii) a small table (S.As.Tble).

They are respectively used when the book case height is

216 cm or 72 cm. This is represented thanks to the com-

patibility constraint between the variables (Ass-Table) and

(BCH), between the product model and the operation

model. The required quantity of resource is always one.

• Assembly operator (Ass-Op) that contains:

(i) a single competency (Op-1).

The possible required quantities of resource (Ass-Op-Qt)

are:

(i) one, if the quantity of Roll-Out-Shelves (QRO)

equals 1 or 2,

(ii) two, if the quantity of Roll-Out-Shelves (QRO)

equals 3 or 4.

This is shown thanks to the compatibility constraint

between variables (Ass-Op-Qt) and (QRO), between the

product model and the operation model.

Generic operations packaging the whole product (Ph4-1

and Ph4-2)

Operation Ph4-1 for paint finish requires a single group

of resources:
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• Packaging table for paint finish (Pack-Tbl.P) containing

two resource tables:

(i) a large one (L.P.Tble),

(ii) a small one ((S.P.Tble).

They are used respectively if the low cabinet (LC) belongs

to the product or not. This is represented by the compatibil-

ity constraint between the variables (Pack-Tbl.P) and (LCX),

between the product model and the operation model.

Operation Ph4-2 for wood finish is modeled in a similar

way with one group of resources:

• Packaging table for wood finish (Pack-Tbl.W) containing

two resource tables:

(i) a large one (L.W.Tble),

(ii) a small one ((S.W.Tble).

The same kind of constraints exists.

These three operation sub-models are linked with the routing

model thanks to ‘operation-activation-constraint’:

• Op-BCRO= ‘Ph1’ → Ph1,

• Op-Pack= ‘Ph4.1’ → Ph4.1,

• Op-Pack= ‘Ph4.2’ → Ph4.2.

When the constraints of the product model are not taken

into account, the number of different configured operations

is 4 for operation Ph1 and 2 for operations Ph4-1 and Ph4-

2. If we assume only 1 configured operation for both Ph2

and Ph3, the combinatory of each routing described in the

end of section “Routing configuration model of the product

example” is:

• Ph1 –> Ph4-1: 4*2=8

• Ph1 –> Ph4-2: 4*2=8

• (Ph1 and Ph2 ) –> Ph3 -> Ph4-1: (4*1) 1*2=8

• (Ph1 and Ph2 ) –> Ph3 -> Ph4-2: (4*1) 1*2=8

Therefore, the solution space of the process model covers 32

different routings. We should pointed out that if each Ph2

and Ph3 model had represented two configured operations

(instead of one), the global combinatory of the process model

would reach 80.

When the constraints of the product model are taken into

account, the solution space decreases from 32 to 12. Only

three instances of operation Ph1 remain valid and only one

for Ph4-1 and Ph4-2. This gives the following solution space

for the process model when the whole product model is con-

sidered:

• Ph1 –> Ph4-1: 3*1=6

• Ph1 –> Ph4-2: 3*1=6

• (Ph1 and Ph2 ) –> Ph3 -> Ph4-1: (3*1) 1*1=3

• (Ph1 and Ph2 ) –> Ph3 -> Ph4-2: (3*1) 1*1=3

The customer requirements taken as an example at the end

of the section “Routing configuration model of the prod-

uct example” {BCH= ‘216’, PFH= ‘Wood’, HCX= ‘Yes’,

LCX=

‘Yes’, QRO= ‘2’} and the configured routing would give

the following configured operations Ph1 and Ph4-1.:

• Ph1

Ass-Table = ‘L.As.Tble’, because BCH = ‘216’

Ass-Op = ‘Op-1’ with Ass-OP-Qt = ‘1’, because QRO

= ‘2’

• Ph4-1

Pack-Tbl.P= ‘L.P.Tble’, because LCX= ‘Yes’.

Conclusion

We have shown in this section how Process Configuration

can be achieved with respect to product model. The approach

has been proposed with a single level decomposition of the

process (Routing/Operations), but of course it is possible to

consider multi-level decomposition as for example Macro-

operation/Operation/Instructions, but resources would only

appear at the lowest level instructions in this example. The

constraint based formalism proposed in section “Product con-

figuration and mass customization” has been re-used without

any modification.

Discussion and conclusion

This last section summarizes our study, discusses some oper-

ating issues and concludes.

The aim of this paper has been to show how Product Con-

figuration concepts, when considered as a satisfaction prob-

lem, can be extended to the cycle Requirements, Product and

Process Configuration in order to assist mass customization

development.

The first section brought to mind Product Configuration

basics and introduced constraint based modeling elements.

The modeling framework uses the Dynamic CSP extension

or Condition CSP. A characterization of industrial configura-

tion situations has been proposed. It has allowed proposing

two main tendencies for the industrial configuration problem:

‘Selling situation’ and ‘Design situation’.

The second section extended Product Configuration to

upstream Requirements Configuration. The functional or

descriptive point of view that can be taken when considering

the product is first introduced. Then this functional approach
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has been merged with the physical one in order to have a

consistent configuration of both Requirements and Product.

The third section extended previous results towards down-

stream Process Configuration. A two-levels modeling method

combining a routing level and an operation level has been pro-

posed but we have pointed out that this method is also valid

for multi-level process decompositions. The notion of port,

frequently used for component location in Product Configu-

ration, has been used with success for modeling the anteriori-

ty constraints between operations. Manufacturing operations

have been modeled as a simple set of resources, more detailed

modeling is of course possible. The links between the pro-

cess model (gathering routing and operation models) and the

product model have been identified and permit Process Con-

figuration with respect to the configured product.

In order to illustrate the proposed elements, a detailed

example runs through out the paper and show how the three

configuration views can be articulated. The constraint based

approach permits to clearly identify the different links that

exist between the three different configuration views. Fur-

thermore, constraint propagation possibilities allow to

quickly identify the consequences of any configuration deci-

sion on all configuration variables opening powerful ‘what

if’ configuration strategies. Some solution space calculations

are provided in order to underline the potential possibilities

of the proposed concepts.

Given the proposed methodology that has been designed to

handle the whole configuration process starting with Require-

ments Configuration and finishing with Process Configura-

tion, some operating issues are interesting to discuss. The

first one concerns how the proposed methodology works.

The second one deals with the workload or duration nec-

essary to deploy a full configuration solution. The last one

considers some impacts of configuration techniques on the

product development process.

The proposed methodology has been designed and used

in detailed during the deployment of a configuration soft-

ware in a company producing industrial carpentry products

(around 100 selling points, 20 factories and 20.000 compo-

nents). For this case the three configuration views (functional,

physical and process) have been fully modeled and inputted

in the software and configuration has been working for five

years. The main key result of configuration in the mass cus-

tomization strategy of this company was the improvement

of error avoidance. Given these interesting results, we have

been working on various industrial cases and identify two

main problems: (i) the presence of numerical variables and

numerical constraints that can not be properly handled by

constraint based configurators, (ii) the difficulty to identify

people for designing generic models. Besides these two prob-

lems, the proposed elements have worked rather well.

After the first success in the deployment of the proposed

methodology, we try to gather and analyze some deployment

data in order to be able to estimate the workload and duration

of the deployment our approach. Mixing estimation tech-

niques results obtained in product design as those proposed

by (Bashir and Thomson 1999) and some regression analysis

we have been able to identify an order of magnitude estima-

tion of the deployment workload that is detailed in (Aldan-

ondo et al 2004). Globally, configuration software deploy-

ment is roughly comparable with ERP deployment, it is very

difficult to deploy our method and a configuration solution

in less than a year, and the average duration is between one

and two years. A very strong influence comes from the level

of organization of the company and the knowledge or skill

of the actors involved in the deployment project.

Simultaneously with the company level of organization,

the product development process has a strong influence on

the feasibility and interest of a configuration solution. Prod-

uct need to be designed with a modular approach or a platform

organization. An other key factor that strongly modulates the

interest of configuration techniques lies in the stability of the

diversity proposed to the customer and the stability of

the technical solutions or product components. For both, each

time a modification occurs, it is necessary to actualize the

configuration models.

From the previous discussion, it is clear that management

and organization are important factors for the success of the

deployment of configuration techniques in order to achieve

mass customization. But modeling and processing product

diversity with configurators is the other complementary key

issue. For this last issue, the main interest of the methodology

described in this paper lies in the constraint based approach

that allows a global consistent configuration process from

the requirement until product manufacturing. Furthermore,

constraints are open to optimization possibilities, preferences

management and ‘what if’ behavior. Some commercial con-

figuration software’s operate with these approaches, but not

many scientific studies dealing with this aspect have been

done. We hope to stimulate research in this area in order to

have a global workflow concerning the customizable prod-

uct cycle. Following Process Configuration, another domain

where configuration can become an interesting issue is pack-

aging or distribution configuration.
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